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1. ~NTKOUUCTION 
Let D be a local domain with maximal ideal M. and let P be a prime ideal 
of D. Two natural questions have been congidered in the literature: 
(1) If height (M/P) > 2, does there exists a prime ideal Q such that 
Q 2 P and height Q = (height P) + l? 
(2) If height P > 2, does thcrc exist a prime idcal Q such that Q c P 
and coheight Q = (coheight P) + l? 
The first question has a positive answer; McAdam has even shown that all 
the prime ideals Q of R such that height (Q/P) = 1, with a possible exception 
of finitely many of them, are such that height Q = (height P) + 1 [6. 
Theorem 1. p. 719). That there may exist some prime ideal Q such that 
height (Q/P) = 1 with height Q > (height P) + 1 was shown by Nagata (7. 
Example 2, p. 203-205 ]. 
The second question is usually presented under the form of a conjecture 
calling for a positive answer and named “depth conjecture” 19, (3.3.3), p. 24; 
10, p. 1731. 
A weaker conjecture, named ‘;wcak depth conjccturc,” calls for the 
existence of a height-l prime ideal Q of H (not necessarily contained in P) 
such that coheight Q < height P whenever coheight P = 1 19, (3.3.4), p. 24 ]. 
An even weaker conjecture calls for the validity of the weak depth conjecture 
in the local domain R [Z](,,, x). In this paper we shall construct an example 
to show that these three coijccturcs arc false. 
Notice that by a result of McAdam (6, Corollary 2, p. 7261, there exist 
infinitely many prime ideals Q such that Q c P with coheight 
Q = (coheight P) + 1 whenever there exists one such. 
‘i’erminology 
All rings are commutative with identity. A local ring is a Noetherian ring 
with a unique maximal ideal. The symbol E denotes inclusion and the 
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symbol c denotes proper inclusion. If B[X] is the ring of polynomials in one 
variable over a ring B, and if p is a prime ideal of B and P is a prime ideal 
ofB[XIsuchthatPnB=pbutP#p.B[X],Pissaidtobeanuppertop. 
A ring B is catenary if, given any two prime ideals p c q of B, all the 
saturated chains of prime ideals between p and q have the same length. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE COUNTEREXAMPLE 
We shall construct a local domain D with maximal ideal M such that 
(a) There exists a prime ideal P of height equal to 2 and coheight 
equal to 1. 
(b) Every height-l prime ideal has coheight bigger than or equal to 3. 
Of course, such a domain D will be a counterexample to the weak depth 
conjecture. At the end of the construction, we shall verify that our specific D 
is even such that the weak depth conjecture does not hold in D [Z]c,,,s,,. 
Suppose that we can construct a Noetherian domain R, with exactly two 
maximal ideals M, and M,, such that 
(i) There exists an isomorphism E between R/M, and R/M,. 
(ii) There exists a prime ideal P’ such that P’ c M, , P’ & M,, height 
P’ = 2, coheight P’ = 1. 
(iii) Every height-l prime ideal has coheight bigger than or equal to 3. 
Let D= {rER/E(r+M,)=r+Mz}, M=M,nM, and P=P’nD. By 
11, Proposition 2.2, p. 99 J, D is a local domain wjth maximal ideal M. R is 
integral over D and for any non-maximal prime ideal N’ of R, IV’ is the only 
prime ideal of R lying over N’ f7 D. 
Then, we have 
(a> coheight P = coheight P’ = 1 and height P = height P’ = 2 since, 
being non-maximal, P’ is the only prime lying over P. 
(b) If Q is any height-l prime ideal of D, then it is not maximal and 
there is a unique prime ideal of R, say, Q’, that lies over Q. Then we must 
have height Q’ = height Q = 1 and consequently coheight Q = coheight 
Q’ > 3. 
Then now we are reduced to construct a Noetherian domain R with 
exactly two maximal ideals M, and M, that satisfies the properties (it(iii). 
Let A be a three-dimensional local domain with maximal ideal m that is 
integrally closed, not catenary and such that (,44/m) = (A/m)(Y), where Y is 
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an indeterminate.“’ Consider the ring of polynomials in two variables 
4 [X, Y] and the multiplicative system s = A (X, Y]\((m, x)[ Yj u 
(m, X + 1, Y)). Let R = A [X, Yls. It is clear that R is a Noetherian domain 
with exactly two maximal ideals M, = (m.X) . A(X, Y],S and M, = 
k&x+ 1, Y) .A[& Y),. 
We have R/M, ‘Y quotient field of (A[X, Y]/(m, X)1 Y]) = (A/m)(Y) = 
:A/m) ‘5 (A [X, Y]/(m, X + 1, Y)) N R/M, ; hence property (i) is satisfied. 
Since A is three dimensional, not catenary, there exist p. n,. n, prime 
ideals of A such that (0) c n, c n, c m and (0) cp CI m are saturated chains. 
Let P’ = (p, X). AIX, Yls. It is clear that P’ c M, and P’ !Z M,; then 
zoheight P’ = height(M ,/P’) = height(m/p) = 1. Furthermore, height 
P’ = hcight(p, X) . A IX, Y] = (height p) + 1 = 2 since A is Noetherian. 
Hence property (ii) is satisfied. 
In the checking of property (iii), we shall use the following two facts: 
FACT 1 (Consequence of the Principal Ideal Theorem of Krull). 
If p, cp2 are two prime ideals of a Noetherian ring B, if PI is an upper to 
v2 in B[X] and if f (X) E Pz\pz[X], then there exists P, , upper to p, , such 
that f (X) E P, c P,. 
FACT 2. If B is an integrally closed domain, if Q is an upper to (0) in 
BlX], then Q is generated by its polynomials of minimal degree (4, 
Proposition lt p. 7421; furthermore, Q is the only upper to (0) that contains 
anyone of those polynomials of minimal degree 1.5, Theorem 36, p. 25 1. 
Let Q be a height-l prime ideal of A IX, Y\ that is contained in 
(m,X+ 1, Y)U(m,X)[Y]. 
If Q c m[X, Y], then height ((m, X + 1, Y)jQ) > 3 since we have the chain 
Qcm(X, Y]c(m,X+ l)IY]C(m,X+ 1,Y). 
If Q G! m\X, Y], then Q fTA = (0) since height Q = 1. Consequently, we 
must have either Q n A IX] = (0) or Q n Alx] is an upper to (0) in A[X]; 
similarly, either Q n A [ Y] = (0) or Q n A I Y] is an upper to (0) in A 1 Y]. Let 
us analyse the following three cases: 
First case. Q n A IX ] is an upper to (0). 
Since height Q = 1 and height (Qn AIXJ) = 1, we have 
Q=(QnA[Xj)lY] and h ence Qf’T A 1x1 d mix] because Q&mix, Y]. On 
the other hand we have Q n A [Xl c (m, X + 1, Y) nA IX] = (m, X + 1) or 
QnA[X]c(m,X)(Y]n_A[X]=(m,X). Let :l/rE {(m,X), (m,X+ l)} be 
such that Q n A[X] c M. Since Q nA IX] $& m[X\ and since A[Xl is 
’ Such a domain was constructed by Ogoma in 18 1; the integral closeness was observed by 
Ileitmann in 13 I_ 
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integrally closed, there exists, by Fact 2: a polynomialfE (Q f7A [XJ)\m[XJ 
such that Q nA [XJ is the only upper to (0) that containsJ By Fact 1, there 
exist N, 7 N, , N, prime ideals of A IX], uppers to n,, n, , (0), respectively, 
such that fE N, c N, c N, c M: by the choice of S, we necessarily have 
zo= QnA[X] and consequently Q = (Q n A [XJ)J YJ c N, J Y] c N?( Y] c 
M[ Y]; then height (n?[ YJ/Q) > 3. If Q c (m, X + 1, Y) we can choose 3 = 
(m,X+ 1) and we have height ((m, X + 1, Y)/Q) = 4 > 3; if Q g 
(m, X + 1, Y), then M = (m, X) and we have height ((m, X)[ YJ/Q > 3. 
Second case. Q n A [ Y] is an upper to (0). 
Since height Q = 1 and height (Q nA [Y]) = 1 we have 
Q= (QnA[YJ)[X]; h encc Q n A[ Y] c! ml Y] because Q d m[X, Y]; hence 
Qc!(m,X)JYJ; thus Qc(m,X+ I, Y). Let fi=(m,X+ 1, Y); now, 
interchanging X and Y in the remaining proof of the preceding case, we 
obtain that height ((m, X + 1, Y)/Q) = 4 > 3. 
Third case. QnAA(Xl =(O)and QnA(YI=(O). 
Since height Q = 1, Q must be an upper in (A [X])[ Y] of the idcal (0) of 
A/X] and also an upper in (A[YI)jXI of the ideal (0) of A(YI. 
First consider the cast Q c (m, X)[ Y]. Since A[ Y] is integrally closed, 
since Q is an upper in (A[ Y])JX] of the ideal (0) of Al YJ, and since 
Q g (ml YJWL th ere exists, by Fact 2, a polynomial fE Q\(ml Y])[ XI such 
that Q is the only upper of the ideal (0) of Al Y] that contains J: Since 
Q c (m, X>l YI = (m[YJ, XI, we havefE (m[ Y], X)\(m[Yl)[X] and therefore, 
by Fact 1, there exist N,, N, , and N, prime ideals of (A[ YJ)lX], uppers to 
ltzJ YJ, n, J YI, and (0), respectively, such thatfE N,, c RI, c N, c (m[ Y], X) = 
(m, X)[ Yl; by the choice of f, we necessarily have N,, = Q. Thus height 
(Cm. WI V/Q) 2 3. 
Now, consider the case Q c (m, X + 1, Y). If Q c (m, Y)[XJ, WC 
interchange X and Y in the proof of the case Q c (m, X)J Y] to obtain height 
((m. YWl/Q> 2 3 and therefore height ((m, X + 1, Y)/Q) = 4 > 3. If 
Q cf (w Y>[xJ, th en again, by Fact 2, there exists a polynomial SE Q\ 
(m, Y)[X] such that Q is the only upper of the ideal (0) of A[ Y] that 
contains $ Sincef‘E (m, X + 1, Y)\(m, Y)[X], there exist, by Fact 1, N,, N,, 
N,, and N,, prime ideals of (A[ Y])[X], uppers to ml Y], n2[ Y], n, [ Y], and 
(0), respectively, such that fE N,, c N, c N, c N, c (m, X + 1, Y); by the 
choice of 1; we necessarily have N, = Q and consequently height 
((m, X + 1, Y)/Q) = 4 > 3. 
This finishes the proof that property (iii) is satisfied by our domain 
R = A [X, YJ, and that, consequently, our domain D is a counterexample to 
the weak depth conjecture. Now we want to see that, furthermore, the weak 
depth conjecture does not hold in D[ZJ(,.,,. This is an immediate conse- 
quence of the following remark. 
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Remark. Let (0: M) be a local domain such that 
(I ) The weak depth conjecture does not hold in D. 
(2) The integral closure D’ of D does not have any maximal ideal of 
height 1. 
Then. the weak depth conjecture does not hold in DIZI,,,.,,. 
Proof. Let r be an integer, let P be a prime ideal of D such that coheight 
P = 1, height P = r, and coheight Q > r for every height- 1 prime ideal Q of 
D. Let .Y = (P, Z) DIZlo,,, . It is clear that coheight .Y = 1 and height 
.P = r + 1. Let -3 be a height- 1 prime ideal of D[Z] contained in (M, Z). We 
want to show that height ((M, Z)/.2) > r + 1. 
If 2 = (2 n D)[Zl then height (M, Z)/.l,) = height (M/i’ P D) + 
1 > r t- 1, since .k n D is clearly a height- 1 prime ideal of D. 
lf % is an upper to (0), we make the intermediary claim that height 
((M, Z)/Y) > 1. In the case of Y c M(Z], the claim is clear. In the case of 
d & M[Z], let .d’ be a prime ideal of D’lZ] lying over 9 and let M’ be a 
prime ideal of D’ lying over &I such that 2’ c (M’, Z). Notice that 2’ is an 
upper to (0) that is not contained in M’[Z]. Since D’ is integrally closed. 
there exists, by Fact 2. a polynomial SE ~‘\&f’lZ\ such that .Y’ is the only 
upper to (0) that contains J By hypothesis, height M’ > 1, so that there 
exists a prime ideal ilr’ of D’ such that 0 c X’ CT 34’; D’ may be non- 
Noetherian. however, by (2, Corollary A.1 ] we still can guarantee that there 
exist 1’1 and lo uppers. in D'lZl, of N’ and (0), respectively. such that 
fE ‘(; c.J; c (M’, Z). By the choice off we necessarily have fi; = .,Y’; 
hence height ((M. Z)/2) > height((M’, Z)/-Y’) > 2 > 1. 
The intermediary claim proven let us suppose now that height 
((M. Z)/.l) < r f 1; then, by (6. Theorem 3. p. 721 j there would exist a 
height 1 prime ideal Q of ,!I such that cohcight Q < r, which would 
contradict our hypothesis. 
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